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a b s t r a c t

In this paper, we present a new surfel (surface element) based multi-view stereo algorithm that runs
entirely on GPU. We utilize the flexibility of surfel-based 3D shape representation and global optimiza-
tion by graph cuts in the same framework. Unlike previous works, the algorithm is optimized to massive
parallel processing on GPU. First, we construct surfel candidates by local stereo matching and voting.
After refining the position and orientation of the surfel candidates, we extract the optimal surfels by
employing graph cuts under photo-consistency and surfel orientation constraints. In contrast to the con-
ventional voxel based methods, the proposed algorithm utilizes more accurate photo-consistency and
reconstructs the 3D shape up to sub-voxel accuracy. The orientation of the constructed surfel candidates
imposes an effective constraint that reduces the effect of the minimal surface bias. The entire processing
pipeline is implemented on the latest GPU to significantly speed up the processing. The experimental
results show that the proposed approach reconstructs the 3D shape of an object accurately and effi-
ciently, which runs more than 100 times faster than on CPU.

� 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Reconstructing 3D shapes from images has been an important
topic in computer vision. Among several approaches, the
multi-view stereo has received a lot of attention since it recon-
structs accurate 3D shapes without using an expensive active
device like a laser scanner. Until now, a substantial amount of
methodologies have been proposed [34]. The main criteria for
evaluating the performance of multi-view stereo methods are
reconstruction accuracy and computational complexity. Early vox-
el based methods such as voxel coloring [35] and space carving
[19] lack accuracy, and even the recent methods based on graph
cuts [13,39,40] have limited accuracy due to their unadaptable
voxel structure. Moreover, the computational complexity of mul-
ti-view stereo is considerable since the amount of data is signifi-
cant and the solution space for optimization is vast.

In this paper, we propose a multi-view stereo reconstruction
pipeline to simultaneously achieve these two objectives, i.e., high
accuracy and speed, in a single framework. In order to achieve high
accuracy, we exploit the flexibility of surfel (surface element) based
3D shape representation and the global optimization by graph cuts.
Consequently, the proposed method produces a globally optimized
ll rights reserved.

; fax: +82 32 873 8970.
surfel set as the output. Moreover, the proposed pipeline can be
fully implemented on a massive parallel GPU (graphics processing
unit). We provide details of the parallel algorithm development,
which is customized for the GPU architecture. The parallel algo-
rithm reduces the runtime to a fraction compared to the CPU based
implementation.

A brief description of the proposed method is as follows. First, the
initial surfel candidates are determined based on surface likelihood
and structured to make the subsequent graph cuts optimization
applicable. More specifically, we propose a method of parallel vot-
ing of surfel position and orientation from multiple depth maps,
in which visible cameras for each surfel are implicitly determined.
The initial surfel candidates are then refined by parallel refinement
based on photo-consistency. Finally, optimal surfels are determined
by globally optimizing the energy functional via parallel graph cuts.
In addition to the conventional photo-consistency term, our energy
functional includes another term based on the normal vectors of
surfels. This acts as a novel ballooning constraint helpful to reduce
the minimal surface bias in graph cuts based multi-view stereo
[39,40].

The contributions of our work can be summarized as follows:

� We effectively combine a surfel-based surface representation
with the optimization framework using graph cuts [3], allowing
the proposed method to produce the optimal surfels in a princi-
pled way.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cviu.2010.11.017
mailto:pik@inha.ac.kr
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cviu.2010.11.017
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/10773142
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/cviu
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� By using photo-consistently refined surfels rather than regu-
larly shaped voxels for the graph cuts optimization, the surface
details are more accurately reconstructed.
� Parallel processing of the proposed method is designed and

implemented on GPU using the CUDA technology [27]. The
runtime is reduced to less than 2% compared to the CPU
implementation.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, related works on
multi-view stereo and GPU-based image processing are intro-
duced. The main idea and overview of the proposed approach are
given in Section 3. Section 4 describes the algorithm for obtaining
initial surfels and their refinement methods. Graph cuts based glo-
bal energy minimization to find the optimal surfel set is described
in Section 5. In Section 6, we explain the parallel implementation
of the proposed algorithm and its mapping on GPU. The experi-
mental results are given in Section 7. We give a conclusive remark
in Section 8.

2. Previous works

2.1. Multi-view stereo

Multi-view stereo algorithms can be roughly categorized into
local and global methods. Local methods, such as voxel coloring
[35], first compute the photo-consistency in a given 3D volume,
and they then reconstruct the most photo-consistent surface by
independently considering each voxel. On the other hand, in the
global methods, a global cost functional is defined and then
optimized to produce the solution surface. Examples of the optimi-
zation techniques include greedy occupancy refinement of space
carving [19], surface deformation by parametric mesh [12] or level
sets [7,31], and combinatorial optimization by graph cuts
[4,15,21–23,36,39,40].

Recently, graph cuts based approaches, where the global opti-
mum is efficiently obtained, have attracted much attention. How-
ever, they have been usually used with the voxels of a fixed and
regular structure. Recently, graph cuts have been used to explicitly
select faces rather than voxels [21,23,36], but still only regular and
fixed faces are reconstructed. In this paper, we propose to use
surfels as the basic reconstruction unit for graph cuts. Surfels offer
a more flexible surface representation than voxels and can output
accurate surface reconstruction.

After the early work by Carceroni and Kutulakos [5], the surfel
representation has been exploited in several recent works [10,11].
The method proposed by Furukawa and Ponce [10] first computes
the initial sparse set of surfels by matching keypoints across multi-
ple images and then obtains the final reconstruction by iterating be-
tween an expansion step, where dense patches are obtained by
spreading the current matches into nearby pixels, and a filtering
step, which eliminates incorrect matches by considering global vis-
ibility. In the method by Habbecke and Kobbelt [11], surfels are rep-
resented as planar disks. Seed disks are first computed via image
based homography matching, then fitted to multi-view images,
and finally expanded by using a greedy region growing strategy.
Both methods utilize the robust local fitting of surfels in a continu-
ous 3D space based on photo-consistency, and they do not suffer
from artifacts arising out of using regular voxels. However, both
methods employ heuristic expansion steps that cannot be easily par-
allelized, and they do not incorporate a global smoothness prior.

2.2. Multi-view stereo on GPU

Explosive growth of computing performance as well as user
programmability using high level language have made modern
GPUs suitable for general purposes, known as GPGPU (general
purpose GPU) [1]. Useful GPGPU techniques and non-graphics
applications are described in [29]. Image processing and computer
vision are the most promising areas of GPGPU application since
most algorithms require SIMD (single instruction multiple data)
style processing of pixels or features. In a recent workshop [8], sev-
eral computer vision algorithms were implemented on GPU,
including stereo matching, graph cuts, shape from motion, feature
detection, edge detection, tracking, optical flow, visual hull compu-
tation, K-nearest neighbor search, and particle filtering. The perfor-
mance evaluation method and criteria are addressed in [30] by
customizing the GPGPU technique for general image processing
computer vision problems.

In multi-view stereo, there are several GPU based algorithms
[14,20,24,25,41]. The method of Hiep et al. [14] is able to deal with
large-scale data sets taken under uncontrolled conditions, produc-
ing highly detailed reconstructions. It first converts a dense point
cloud to a visibility consistent mesh by using graph cuts, and it
then refines this mesh by variational optimization. Time-consum-
ing steps such as NCC computations and image reprojections are
implemented on GPU. Zach [41] proposed a highly efficient
method for range image fusion resulting in accurate 3D models.
The problem is formulated in a variational framework, where the
global optimal solution is found by gradient descent due to the
convexity of the energy functional. This gradient descent proce-
dure can be parallelized, and consequently accelerated by GPU.
Note that most other GPU based multi-view stereo algorithms
[20,24,25] achieve an increase in speed as a tradeoff with accuracy.
It is also worth mentioning that efficient methods based on flexible
surface representation, such as planar patches [10], achieve high
accuracy, yet the algorithm cannot be completely parallelized,
and thus GPU implementation may not be feasible.
3. Main idea of the proposed method

In this section, we briefly explain the existing graph cuts based
multi-view stereo approach. We then present the main idea of the
proposed algorithm and computing framework based on massive
parallel processing on GPU.

3.1. Multi-view stereo using graph cuts

Our goal is to reconstruct a 3D shape inside the scene from mul-
ti-view calibrated images. This multi-view stereo problem can be
formulated in a variational framework that has the following en-
ergy functional for the surface S:

EðSÞ ¼
Z Z

S
qðxÞdAþ

Z Z Z
V
rðxÞdV ; ð1Þ

where V denotes the scene volume containing S, while q and r are
two scalar functions. The first term represents the weighted area of
the surface S with the weighting function q(x) that measures how
consistent the colors or textures of image projections of point x
are. However, if this photo-consistency term is only used as the en-
ergy functional, then the minimal surface bias problem arises in
which the surface with a smaller area is preferred. To remedy this,
the second term is generally used as a ballooning constraint,
encouraging a surface with a larger weighted volume. To minimize
(1), continuous techniques such as deformable mesh or level sets
can be used. However, according to recent works [2,18], (1) can also
be efficiently and globally minimized by graph cuts that is known as
one of the most popular discrete optimization techniques in com-
puter vision.

To formulate multi-view stereo as a discrete optimization prob-
lem, the 3D space is usually decomposed into regular polyhedral
cells. Each pair of neighboring cells is assumed to be separated
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by a pair of oriented polygonal faces, and subsequently, sets of all
cells and faces denoted by C and F form the volumetric mesh (CW-
complex) [21,23,36]. Now, the functional in (1) can be approxi-
mated in a discrete form by

EðSÞ ¼
X

S

qðsÞ þ
X

V

rðvÞ; ð2Þ

where S and V are now a set of oriented faces and cells constituting
a candidate surface and scene volume respectively. The dual graph
G(N, E) of this complex is then constructed. This graph G is a direc-
ted graph, of which nodes and directed edges correspond to cells
and oriented faces. Furthermore, there exist two special nodes,
source and sink, which are connected to the other nodes with un-
directed edges. The above two kinds of edges are classified into
n-link and t-link, respectively. The n-link between nodes Ni and Nj

has a non-negative weight wij corresponding to photo-consistency
q(s) of face Fij, and each t-link has an arbitrary weight wi corre-
sponding to the ballooning cost r(v) of cell Ci. As a simple example,
the complex structure based on cubical decomposition and its cor-
responding dual graph is illustrated in Fig. 1a and b. The minimum
cut on G can then be computed in low-order polynomial time by
graph cuts [3], and it corresponds to a surface that gives a global
minimum of the cost functional (2). The minimum cut is a set of ori-
ented faces and naturally represents the complete 3D shape of the
object.

3.2. Overview of the proposed algorithm

Existing multi-view stereo methods using graph cuts usually
use a cell in a pre-determined and regular shape to construct a
complex, but this reduces the adaptivity of the methods for given
image data. Although recent works [21,36] use a data adaptive
decomposition scheme of 3D space, they do not deform the faces
of each cell themselves. Therefore, we investigate a method of
deforming the position and orientation of the faces to make them
photo-consistent with the given multi-view images.

For implementing such an idea, one natural approach is to
deform the initial regular volumetric mesh to make all its faces
photo-consistent. However, since the computational complexity
of this approach is prohibitive, we propose to relax the strict con-
nectivity of the volumetric mesh and consider each oriented planar
face (surfel) separately. Therefore, each surfel is refined against the
given images independently of its neighboring surfels, and the
resultant photo-consistency value is then used for its correspond-
ing n-link weight. Fig. 1c shows an example of output surfels
generated from a cube by the proposed independent surfel refine-
ment process.

For this independent surfel optimization, there exist simple and
effective solutions proposed in recent works [10,11]. Nevertheless,
performing surfel optimization for all is still time-consuming.
C C
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Fig. 1. An example of complex based on cubical decomposition is displayed in
(a). Two neighboring cells, Ci and Cj, are separated with two oriented faces Fij and Fji

of which orientations are opposite to each other. And its dual graph is shown in
(b). There are two special nodes, source and sink, connected with all the other nodes.
Our main idea is deforming each oriented face (surfel) to be photo-consistent with
multi-view images as shown in (c).
Another remaining difficulty is how to consider the global visibility
when optimizing each surfel locally. To resolve these problems, we
propose a method of constructing semi-dense surfel candidates of
high likelihood with their selected visible cameras from given mul-
ti-view depth maps. These surfel candidates are further refined and
then processed to generate the optimal surfel set by using graph
cuts.

The overview of the proposed approach is illustrated in Fig. 2
and summarized as follows:

(1) From the input images from multiple viewpoints, compute
multiple depth maps by using simple local stereo matching.

(2) Construct semi-dense initial surfel candidates with their cor-
responding supporting images by making multiple depth
maps vote to regular grid points with predefined orientations.

(3) Refine the initial surfel candidates to be photo-consistent to
their supporting images. Refined surfel candidates could
have many outliers.

(4) Extract the optimal surfels from refined surfel candidates
using global optimization based on graph cuts.

(5) (optional) Reconstruct a surface model, such as a triangular
mesh, from the optimal surfels or directly render using the
point-based rendering method.

3.3. Computing framework: massive parallel implementation on GPU

The practical contribution of this paper is that all steps of the
proposed method are designed so that they can be parallelized
and implemented on GPU without difficulty. The whole pipeline
from the local stereo matching algorithm to graph cuts runs en-
tirely on GPU.

The implementation on GPU uses NVIDIA CUDA [28], which is
the most effective GPGPU framework. NVIDIA CUDA is a parallel
computing SDK that provides thread level parallelism. In contrast
to the previous GPGPU languages, CUDA framework supports the
ultra fast on-chip shared memory. In addition, it equips the ex-
tended gather and scatter operations to the whole video memory
space. Therefore, user programmability of a particular algorithm
is significantly increased.

The main causes of remarkable acceleration when we imple-
ment a particular algorithm on GPU are as follows. Note that the
proposed algorithm is faithfully in accordance with them.

� Parallelism for massive concurrent tasks. The degree of concur-
rency can be as high as several thousands.
� Computing intensive operations in each parallel task that hide

the latency when accessing the device (GPU) global memory.
Modern GPUs have more than 20 times of floating point compu-
tation capability than comparable CPUs in GFLOPS.
� Efficient use of the shared memory. The shared memory is GPU

on-chip memory that needs one cycle for read and write, while
global memory needs 400–600 cycles. Therefore, if we need to
access the same memory location more than once, then it is bet-
ter to copy to the shared memory and reuse it.
� Wider bandwidth between processor and memory. Bandwidth

between GPU and device memory is about 10 times faster than
that between CPU and system memory.

It is noteworthy that the parallel implementation of the pro-
posed method on GPU runs much faster than the multi-view stereo
algorithm of [10], which is one of the state-of-the-art methods. The
method proposed in [10] also might be partially parallelized. How-
ever, the expansion step of its algorithm cannot be easily parallel-
ized because it needs the result of the previous iteration to go to
the next iteration. Unfortunately, this expansion step is the most
important and time-consuming part in the method, and we hardly
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Fig. 2. Overview of the proposed algorithm.
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expect remarkable improvement in terms of speed by parallelizing
the process proposed in [10].

4. Construction of surfel candidates

The input to the proposed method is a sequence of multi-view
images I1, . . . , IN with their calibration parameters. Let Sx,n denote
a planar patch (surfel) of which the center position is x and the ori-
entation is n. In this section, we describe a method of constructing
the surfel candidates from the given input images, which consists
of two steps: constructing the initial surfels and refining surfels.

4.1. Initial surfel candidates

To construct the initial surfel candidates, we consider surfels of
which the center and orientation are restricted to regular grid
points in the 3D space and six unit directional vectors pointing to
its neighboring grid points, respectively. Our goal is then to obtain
semi-dense surfel candidates and each candidate’s supporting
images, where the surfel is not occluded. To compute these, we
propose a simple voting based method where un-supporting
images are considered as voting outliers.

First, we obtain the multi-view depth maps by using robust
matching cost [39] based on a sum of absolute differences (SAD)
or a normalized cross correlation (NCC) metrics. For each view,
its M (four in our experiments) closest views are selected for
matching cost computation, producing M matching cost arrays.
For achieving robustness against occlusion and image noise, they
are combined into a single cost by using the Parzen filtering tech-
nique rather than simple averaging. This is implemented by count-
ing the number of local optima that fall inside a voxel, which is
equivalent to using a rectangular kernel as in [39]. To determine
the final depth, we perform a local winner-take-all (WTA) optimi-
zation at each pixel, where the depth with the best matching cost
is chosen. Any complex global optimization for handling occlusions
or textureless regions is not used in this depth map computation,
and this enables the procedure to be easily parallelized.

From the multi-view depth maps, the initial surfel candidates
are generated via a voting process, in which each pixel of a depth
map gives a vote to a corresponding position and orientation. Let
D1 , . . . ,DN be the multiple depth maps, and each depth value then
means the distance between the principal plane and the estimated
3D point. Let us assume that a surfel with its center position x and
orientation ek, k = 1, . . . ,6 is given. We investigate every depth map
Di and determine whether or not the surfel Sx;ek

is accepted as
follows:

(1) We consider the consistency between the depth map and
the surfel’s position. Let xc ¼ ðx1

c ; x2
c ; x3

c Þ
T and p be the cam-

era coordinate and the pixel coordinate for the surfel’s cen-
ter position x, respectively. Then, x3

c and Di(p) represent the
real depth between the principal plane and the position x
and the estimated depth from Di, respectively. For the cur-
rent surfel to be voted, the difference between these two
depth values has to be sufficiently small ðkx3

c � DiðpÞk < dÞ.
In all our experiments, d is set to be the distance between
two neighboring grid points.

(2) We exploit the orientation of each camera and surfel to
investigate whether or not the surfel is visible from the
camera. Let v be a unit vector in the direction of the principal
axis. Then, the visibility condition can be written as
v � ek > cos(h). We set h to be p

3 for our all experiments.
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(3) Finally, if the current surfel satisfies these two conditions,
then it is voted by the depth map Di and the image i is reg-
istered as a supporting image of that surfel.

The above steps are repeated for all grid points and orientations.
After that, we remove the surfels that have less than two support-
ing images because we cannot compute their photo-consistency
scores for additional surfel refinement. All these computations
can be done in a parallel way because the computations for each
surfel are independent from each other. An example of the initial
surfel construction by such a voting method is illustrated in Fig. 3a.

4.2. Surfel candidates refinement

The results of the previous subsection are initial semi-dense
surfel candidates and their corresponding supporting images.
Now, each surfel is required to be refined by adjusting its position
and orientation to make it photo-consistent with respect to its sup-
porting images.

We consider the initial surfel Sx,n whose position x and the ori-
entation vector n are initially restricted to regular grid points and 6
directional vectors ek, respectively. Now, let us assume that the ini-
tial surfel Sx,n is deformed to a new surfel Sx0 ;n0 of which position
and orientation are x0 and n0, respectively. We constrain x0 to be
on the line that passes through the point x and has the direction
of the initial orientation vector ek. To compute the photo-consis-
tency score, we project 3D point samples on the surfel plane onto
supporting images and apply bilinear interpolation to obtain the
correlation values. To be more concrete, regularly sampled points
on Sx;ek

are projected onto Sx0 ;n0 in the direction of ek, so that 3D
point samples are produced for further photo-consistency compu-
tation. This is illustrated in Fig. 3b.

To formulate the optimization problem for surfel refinement,
we define the average photo-consistency cost as follows:

C ¼ 2
jTjðjTj � 1Þ

X
i;j2T

Ci;jðx0;n0Þ; ð3Þ

where T denotes the set of indexes of all supporting images and
Ci,j(x0, n0) is the photo-consistency score between the projected
images of the 3D point samples on the deformed surfel. Here, a sim-
ple SAD or NCC metric is used for this photo-consistency score.

To minimize this score for each surfel, we first search the sub-
optimal position x0 and orientation n0 in a brute-force way. A finite
number of candidates for the position and orientation (5 and 50,
respectively) are used for this brute-force discrete optimization.
The distribution of orientation samples is uniform in terms of solid
angle [33]. After that, in order to eliminate the effect of the discrete
Fig. 3. In (a), let the position x be close to the estimated points from depth maps D1,
D2, and D3. However, since the surfel Sx;ek

is not visible from D1, only D2 and D3 give
votes to the surfel and the corresponding I2 and I3 are registered as the supporting
images. In (b), we project regular 5 � 5 points on the initial surfel Sx;ek

into the
current deformed surfel Sx0 ;n0 in the direction of the vector ek, and we use projected
3D point samples for computing the photo-consistency score.
candidates, we refine the orientation of each surfel in a continuous
way using the downhill simplex algorithm [26], which has an
advantage in that it is easy to be parallelized.

Because of the noise and lack of proper regularization during
the refinement process, refined surfels may include many outliers.
To remove these outliers and extract smooth surfels, we perform
global optimization that will be explained in the next section.

5. Surfel extraction by graph cuts

In this section, we describe how to use the graph cuts optimiza-
tion to select the optimal surfels among the semi-dense surfel can-
didates generated from the previous section. These selected surfels
naturally represent the reconstructed surface in themselves, or
they could be further processed to produce a triangular mesh
model.

5.1. Graph construction

For graph cuts optimization, we first decompose the 3D space
into cubical cells and embed the graph nodes into their corre-
sponding cells. We then connect two neighboring nodes with
two directed edges that are called n-links. We then attach each
surfel candidate to its corresponding n-link and compute its weight
based on the average photo-consistency cost in (3) of the refined
surfel. Determining which edge we should attach the surfel candi-
date to is obvious. The center position x0 of the surfel Sx0 ;n0 de-
formed from Sx;ek

lies on the 3D line connecting two neighboring
grid points in the direction of ek. Therefore, we first find the ek

directional line segment passing through x0, and we then attach
Sx0 ;n0 to its corresponding edge. The edge weight wij of each n-link
is defined as follows:

wij ¼
/ðCÞ; if corresponding surfel exists;
1; otherwise;

�
ð4Þ

where C is an average photo-consistency cost in (3) of the corre-
sponding surfel and / is a transfer function that maps the cost to
a non-negative interval [0, 1]. For the cases of SAD and NCC metric,
the corresponding transfer functions are as follows:

/SADðcÞ ¼ 1� exp � tan
p
2

c
� �2

=x2
� �

;

/NCCðcÞ ¼ 1� exp � tan
p
4
ðc � 1Þ

� �2
=x2

� �
;

where SAD is normalized to [0, 1] and x is the fidelity parameter.
In the proposed method, the sparsity of surfel candidates en-

ables the graph to have a multi-resolution structure. Consequently,
this reduces the memory requirements for the graph structure and
enables the proposed algorithm to achieve high quality reconstruc-
tion. For that purpose, we implement the multi-resolution graph
by using the idea of an octree partition of the 3D space introduced
in [13].

5.2. Surfel orientation constraints

The next step is to connect all nodes to two special nodes, source
and sink, with un-directed edges that are called t-link. By control-
ling the weight wi of each t-link, we can enforce hard constraints
or shape priors to the multi-view stereo methods. The visual hull
has been often used in many algorithms [15,40] for this purpose.
But since this requires additional computation of the visual hull,
new constraints like constant ballooning cost [39], intelligent
ballooning cost based on the concept of photo-flux [4], and proba-
bilistic visibility [13] have been recently proposed. Among them,
probabilistic visibility provides an effective constraint that
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estimates the outside of an object by using the photo-consistency
criterion and is known to produce good results. In this work, we
propose a new and simple shape prior that can estimate the inside
and outside of an object by exploiting the surfel’s orientation.

The proposed shape prior is based on the following simple idea.
When a reliable surfel is constructed, it naturally divides its neigh-
boring space into two parts, the inside and outside of the object.
Specifically, we define a function w(x) that measures which side
the 3D grid point x belongs to. For a given point x, we trace each
of the six directional lines pointing to its six neighboring directions
ek until we meet a surfel candidate. We then check the surfel’s ori-
entation n and give votes for the inside (ek � n > 0) or outside
(ek � n < 0) bin of the point x. After tracing all six directional lines,
we define the shape prior function w(x) as w(x) = Nout � Nin, where
Nin and Nout denote the number of votes in the inside and outside
bins, respectively. This procedure is illustrated in Fig. 4, in which
w(x1) is computed as Nout � Nin = 1 � 4 = �3. Finally, the edge
weight wi is defined as follows:

wi ¼ kwðxÞ; ð5Þ

where k is a variable controlling the strength of our shape prior.
Note that the proposed shape prior is closely related to the flux

term (i.e., integration of the flux for some vector field on the sur-
face) used in medical image segmentation [17,37]. By the diver-
gence theorem, this flux term can be converted to the integral of
vector field’s divergence in the interior of the surface, which can
be interpreted as a kind of a ballooning constraint. Especially, the
method in [22] uses the set of oriented point splats for construct-
ing the vector field, and this produces some shape prior that locally
divides the 3D space into the inside and outside. This is similar to
the proposed surfel orientation constraint where the surfel parti-
tions the space globally.

5.3. Surface reconstruction and 3D rendering

Because surfel candidates are not fully constructed in all edges,
there can be minimum cut edges that do not correspond to any surfel
candidate. For each of such edges, we additionally make a surfel with
orientation according to the direction of the edge. Its orientation is
then averaged with all its neighboring surfels for further smoothing.
We then register it as the final set of extracted surfels. This step is
useful for dense surfel reconstruction even in the textureless regions
where the initial surfel construction is not feasible.

The final output of the proposed algorithm is the set of dense
surfels constituting the solution surface. This can be further pro-
cessed to generate a triangular mesh model by using the method
in [16]. Alternatively, it can be rendered efficiently by using
point-based rendering techniques [42], which is another advantage
of 3D surfel representation since we do not need to reconstruct a
3D mesh model explicitly for rendering purpose.

6. Parallel implementation on GPU

In this section, we address the detailed implementation of the
proposed algorithm on GPU. Each step consists of multiple CUDA
kernels. The complexity of the implementation is summarized in
Table 1. Note that the amount of programming is huge, in which
we implement the whole pipeline with more than 4500 lines of
GPU codes in 30 kernel functions. In this section, we select the
most dominant (in terms of runtime) subalgorithm of each step
and provide detailed analysis with pseudo codes of the parallel
implementation.1
1 In all algorithms presented in this section, ‘gl_’ suffix is used for variables declared
in global memory.
6.1. Stereo matching

In stereo matching, given a reference image with resolution
W � H, a per-pixel operation is performed to find the 3D point with
best photo-consistency to the neighboring images. The main kernel
function shown in Algorithm 1 is called for each image, i.e., X(N)
times in which N is the number of input images. The kernel func-
tion runs in parallel for all the pixels of the current reference im-
age, in which the number of parallel thread is W � H. The camera
parameters are stored in the shared memory for frequent but faster
access. Note that global memory access is several hundred times
slower than the shared memory access.

Algorithm 1. CUDA Kernel for Stereo Matching
Input:
 p_idx, Ns, delta, Iref, camera parameters

Output:
 gl depthIref

½p idx�

// p_idx: index of the current pixel that this thread
handles

// Ns: the number of depth samples on the
backprojection ray

// delta: sampling distance

// Iref: the reference image
1:
 load camera parameters to shared memory

2:
 bestscore = 0

3:
 depth = 0

4:
 for all d = 0 to Ns do

5:
 score[d] = 0

6:
 count[d] = 0

7:
 ncc[d] = 0

8:
 end for

9:
 winref = window around p_idx on Iref
10:
 for all the neighboring views do

11:
 In = current neighboring view of interest

12:
 for all d = 0 to Ns do

13:
 planed = plane parallel to the image plane of Iref

with depth index d

14:
 patch3D = backproj(winref,planed)

15:
 winn = proj(patch3D,In)

16:
 if winn is in In then

17:
 ncc[d] = computeNCC(winref,winn)

18:
 end if

19:
 end for

20:
 for all d = 0 to Ns
21:
 if ncc[d] is local maxima then

22:
 score[d] + = ncc[d]

23:
 count[d] + = 1

24:
 end if

25:
 end for

26:
end for
27:

for all d = 0 to Ns do
28:
 if count[d] != 0 then

29:
 newscore = score[d]/count[d]

30:
 if newscore > bestscore

31:
 bestscore = newscore

32:
 depth = d � delta

33:
 end if

34:
 end if

35:
end for
36:
 gl depthIref
½p idx� = depth
The kernel function computes the window-based NCC score of
the pixel that each thread handles. It first computes a ray from
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the camera center and the target pixel on the image plane. For
obtaining proper Ns samples of the ray (outer for loop), which is
determined by the size of bounding box and grid resolution, we
make 3D patches centered on each sample and orthogonal to the
ray (Line 14). Then, by projecting these patches onto the neighbor-
ing images (Line 15), we can compute the window-based NCC
score at d, where d is index for a sample (Line 17). We keep the
NCC score array for each neighboring image, and only add the cost
of local maxima sample to the global NCC score array (Line 22). The
reconstructed depth of the pixel is the distance to the sample with
the best global NCC score.

Note that GPU can simultaneously execute a fixed maximum
number of threads Tmax (which is 21,504 for Tesla 2050). Therefore,
the actual computational complexity is reduced to OðN2WHNs

Tmax
Þ in our

GPU implementation, which is originally O(N2WHNs) on CPU.

Algorithm 2. CUDA Kernel for Surfel Voting
Input:
 v, n, dx, hthres, Nsupport, camera parameters, gl_depth
of all images, gl_num_surfel
Output:
 gl_num_surfel, gl_support_image, gl_surfel_position,
gl_surfel_normal

// v: current voxel that this thread handles

// n: current normal direction that this thread
handles

// dx: size of voxel

// hthres: angle threshold

// Nsupport: minimum number of support images

// gl_num_surfel: current number of surfel
candidates
1:
 load camera parameters to shared memory

2:
 count = 0

3:
for all input images do
4:
 I = current input image

5:
 p = project(v,I)

6:
 depth = gl_depthI[p]

7:
 voxel_depth = depth of v

8:
 if voxel_depth � depth < dx && camera_axis(I) �

n > coshthres then

9:
 support_image[count] = I

10:
 count + = 1

11:
 end if

12:
end for
13:
 if count > = Nsupport then

14:
 s = atomicInc(gl_num_surfel) // s is the index of

new surfel

15:
 gl_support_image[s] = support_image

16:
 gl_surfel_position[s] = v

17:
 gl_surfel_normal[s] = n

18:
end if
6.2. Surfel voting

In the surfel voting procedure, we test six surfels per voxel. Each
surfel is centered at the voxel position with one of six standard
normal vectors. Assuming V voxels in the regular grid structure,
6V surfels are tested for collecting the initial surfel candidates.
The main kernel function is shown in Algorithm 2, which is per-
formed by 6V parallel threads.

A surfel is said to be voted by image I when two conditions are
satisfied (Line 8). First, the difference between the depth map value
on the surfel’s projected position (Line 6) and the actual depth of
the surfel (Line 7) should be sufficiently small. Second, as a visibil-
ity constraint, the angle between the surfel normal and the camera
axis of I should be less than the predefined threshold. We set a
surfel as an initial surfel candidate if the surfel is voted by more
than Nsupport supporting images (Line 13).

When the initial surfel candidates are stored in a regular array,
we assign integer indices to surfels if they are selected. The number
of surfels selected already is stored in a variable (gl_num_surfel) in
global memory and updated by atomic operation. Because the
read/write process by atomic operation is protected from the
access of other threads, the number of surfels is always correct.
Therefore, the indices of surfels are guaranteed to be unique
(Line 14). Note that the latency for global memory access due to
the atomic operation, is effectively hidden by the massive
parallelism.

Algorithm 3. CUDA Kernel for Surfel Refinement
Input:
 gl_surfel_position[s], gl_surfel_normal[s],
gl_surfel_image[s], camera parameters
Output:
 gl_surfel_position[s], gl_surfel_normal[s]

1:
 load camera parameters to shared memory

2:
 best_score = 0

3:
for all position candidates do
4:
 pos = current position to test

5:
 for all normal candidates do

6:
 nor = current normal vector to test

7:
 patch3D = 3D patch centered at pos with normal

nor // 5 � 5 patch

8:
 score = 0

9:
 count = 0

10:
 for all pairs of support images do

11:
 I1 = first image of the pair

12:
 I2 = second image of the pair

13:
 win1 = proj(patch3D,I1) // first warped window

14:
 win2 = proj(patch3D,I2) // second warped

window

15:
 val = computeNCC(win1,win2) // computing Ci,j

in (3)

6:
 score += val

17:
 count += 1

18:
 end for

19:
 score = score/count

20:
 if best_score < score then

21:
 best_normal = nor

22:
 best_pos = pos

23:
 best_score = score

24:
 end if

25:
 end for

26:
end for
27:
 gl_surfel_position[s] = best_pos

28:
 gl_surfel_normal[s] = best_normal
6.3. Surfel refinement

The surfel refinement algorithm described in Section 4.2 is based
on the brute-force search, which is ideal for the parallel implemen-
tation on GPU. In our CUDA implementation, we generate per-surfel
thread. Each thread tests 250 hypothesis to find the best position
and orientation, which is performed in the kernel function shown
in Algorithm 3. Given a position-orientation hypothesis, it com-
putes the average value of photo-consistency of the projected patch
on every pair of supporting images (Line 10–19).



Table 1
Complexity of parallel implementation on GPU (in case of the templeRing data).

Step Number of kernel
functions

Line counts

CPU code GPU code

(Step 1) Stereo matching 2 2781 753
(Step 2) Surfel voting 5 1429 734
(Step 3) Surfel refinement 4 542 1176
(Step 4) Graph cuts 19 1443 3663
Sum 30 6195 6326

x
-1

-1 -1

-1

+1

Fig. 4. For a given grid point x1, we trace its 6 directional lines and check the first
crossing surfels. The shape prior function w(x) is defined based on the orientation of
all crossing surfels. w(x1) is computed as Nout � Nin = 1 � 4 = �3.

Table 2
Parameters of data sets used in the experiments. ‘Metric’ denotes the photo-
consistency metric in stereo matching.

Data set Number of images Resolution Octree
level

Metric

templeRing 47 640 � 480 9 NCC
templeSparseRing 16 640 � 480 9 NCC
dinoRing 48 640 � 480 9 NCC
dinoSparseRing 16 640 � 480 9 NCC
bigHead 36 2008 � 3040 10 NCC
twins 36 2008 � 3040 10 NCC
skull 24 2000 � 2000 9 NCC
head 21 480 � 640 9 NCC
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The most time-consuming part in Algorithm 3 is the computa-
tion of reprojection (Line 13–14). It is simple but frequent ma-
trix-vector multiplication, in which the matrix consists of camera
parameters. In our implementation, we are able to speed up the
Fig. 5. Intermediate results of the proposed algorithm. Three components of a normal v
orientations. (b) They are photo-consistently refined, but the resultant surfels contain m
algorithm by precomputing the camera matrices and storing them
in the shared memory for frequent access.

The discrete nature of orientation sampling is eliminated by
employing the downhill simplex algorithm, which is also straight-
forward to implement on GPU. The best surfel orientation from the
previous refinement is used as the initial value. The downhill
simplex algorithm needs more iteration than other optimization
algorithms based on gradients. However, it is better for a GPU
implementation because the computational cost in each iteration
is low and the memory access is uniformly distributed. Further-
more, the branch diversity is very low, making it is proper for par-
allelization on GPU. The kernel function of the downhill simplex
optimization is mostly similar to the pseudo code in [32].

Algorithm 4. Algorithm for Graph Cuts
ec
an
1:
tor are encoded in
y outliers. (c) Thro
continue = GlobalRelabeling()

2:
 counter = 0

3:
 while continue do

4:
 counter = counter + 1

5:
 launch kernel_push

6:
 launch kernel_localRelabeling

7:
 if counter%GLOBAL_RELABEL_CYCLE == 0 then

8:
 continue = GlobalRelabeling()

9:
 end if

10:
end while
6.4. Surfel extraction

The most critical part in this step is the graph cuts algorithm.
There has been a few works on the parallel implementation of
graph cuts on GPU using the push-relabel algorithm. Among them,
we adopt the framework proposed in [38] and extend it to fit into
our purpose. The global picture about the parallel graph cuts algo-
rithm that we use is described in Algorithm 4. Note that Algorithm
4 is not the kernel-level algorithm. The kernel-level pseudo code
for pushing and local relabeling is presented in [38]. In this section,
we describe how we improve and customize the original algorithm
to our multi-view 3D reconstruction problem.

Although [38] regards global relabeling as a heuristic to speed
up the process, only local relabeling and pushing are actually used
in [38]. Note that their implementation runs for simple 2D applica-
tions that are less complicated than our case. However, in our
R, G, B channels. (a) Initial surfel candidates with six discrete
ugh the surfel extraction step, optimal surfels are obtained.



Fig. 6. Quantitative comparisons of accuracy with other methods for templeRing, dinoRing, templeSparseRing, and dinoSparseRing data sets. Accuracy of the benchmark
algorithms is obtained from Middlebury website (http://vision.middlebury.edu/mview/eval/).

Fig. 7. Quantitative comparisons of completeness with other methods for templeRing, dinoRing, templeSparseRing, and dinoSparseRing data sets. Completeness of the
benchmark algorithms is obtained from Middlebury website (http://vision.middlebury.edu/mview/eval/).
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Fig. 8. Runtime comparison with other methods for templeRing, dinoRing, templeSparseRing, and dinoSparseRing data sets. Runtime of the benchmark algorithms is obtained
from Middlebury website (http://vision.middlebury.edu/mview/eval/).

Fig. 9. The results of the recent graph cuts based method for bigHead and twins data sets are shown in (a, c, e, and g). Our results are displayed in (b, d, f, and h). In our results,
the simple constant ballooning cost and the proposed surfel orientation constraint are used for bigHead data set in (b and d), and twins data set in (f and h), respectively.
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approach, it is crucial to perform the global relabeling procedure.
In our implementation, the graph is constructed from a 3D grid
that is more difficult for local relabeling to capture the global
heights of nodes than in a 2D grid. Consequently, if we only use
the local relabeling procedure, the flows often repeat incoming
and outgoing between a pair of nodes while causing a significant
delay in convergence.

In order to correctly solve this problem, we first label each node
globally before starting local pushing and relabeling (Line 1), and
we perform global relabeling after every GLOBAL_RELABEL_CYCLE
iterations of local pushing and relabeling (Line 7–9). By initializing
the heights of nodes by global relabeling, it is possible to cut out a
lot of meaningless iterations in which only local relabeling is per-
formed to generate the first active nodes. Occasional global relabel-
ing prevents the possibility of a deadlock situation or cyclic
movement of flow, which may happen in parallel local relabeling
and pushing iterations. Also, by checking the existence of active
Fig. 10. Reconstructions of Middlebury multi-view stereo data sets, templeRing and dinoR
data sets (bigHead, twins, skull, and head) are illustrated in (c, d, e, and f), respectively.
nodes during global relabeling, it automatically terminates the pro-
cess with no needing predefined iteration counts that can some-
times be too many.

It turns out experimentally that half of the maximum grid size
in one direction is proper for GLOBAL_RELABEL_CYCLE value. That
makes sense because once the nodes are globally labeled, we can
expect the flow to flow from the source to the sink easily at least
along a path, and the average length of the path would be approx-
imately half of the length of the bounding box. In order to compute
the distance from the sink to a target node, we use the BFS
algorithm as a global relabeling algorithm as proposed in [6],
which can be easily parallelized.

7. Experimental results

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm,
several experiments are carried out on the popular data sets. All
ing, are displayed in (a and b), respectively. Additional reconstruction results for real



Fig. 10 (continued)

2 http://vision.middlebury.edu/mview/.
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experiments are performed on an Intel Core i7-920 2.66GHz with
4GB RAM, which performs 42.56 GFLOPS in its peak performance.
The GPU system is NVIDIA Tesla C2050 with the latest Fermi archi-
tecture, which has 448 cores and 3GB device memory with a peak
performance of 1288 GFLOPS. In the following sections, we
describe the qualitative and quantitative results of the proposed
surfel model reconstruction and the efficiency of our massive par-
allel implementation on GPU.

7.1. Surfel model reconstruction

The data sets used in the experiments are listed in Table 2. The
other parameters used in all our experiments are set as follows. We
use 5 � 5 square windows for both depth map computation and
surfel refinement. The transfer function parameter x is set to
0.05, and the shape prior parameter k is varied between 0.08 and
0.09. As described in the previous sections, the proposed algorithm
consists of four main steps: stereo matching, surfel voting, surfel
refinement, and graph cuts optimization.
First, we apply our algorithm to the four data sets, templeRing,
dinoRing, templeSparseRing, and dinoSparseRing. They are provided
by Seitz et al. [34] as the multi-view stereo benchmark data sets.2

Fig. 5 shows the overall flow of our algorithm for templeRing data
set. Because the initial surfel candidates are allowed to have one
of the six discrete orientations, its rendered scene seems flat and
shows quantization artifact as illustrated in Fig. 5a. As the surfel
candidates are photo-consistently refined, their orientations are
also improved, so that we can see an improved scene in Fig. 5b.
However, the refined surfels contain many outliers, which are sub-
sequently removed via the optimal surfel extraction step. The ex-
tracted surfels are shown in Fig. 5c. The final 3D mesh models
for templeRing and dinoRing data sets can be seen in Fig. 10a and b.

The proposed method is quantitatively evaluated for the bench-
mark data sets based on accuracy and completeness. Two popular
evaluation metrics, accuracy and completeness, denote how close

http://vision.middlebury.edu/mview/


Fig. 11. Point-based rendering without reconstructing 3D mesh. (a and b)
Rendering by EWA splatting [42]. (c and d) Input images with similar view point
as (a and b).

Table 3
Step-by-step comparison of runtime on the CPU and GPU for the templeRing data set.

Step Runtime (in seconds) Speedup ratio

On CPU On GPU

(Step 1) Stereo matching 3467 31 111.84
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the reconstructed surface, R, is to the ground truth model G, and
how much of G is modeled by R, respectively. When the accuracy
threshold 1.25 mm and completeness threshold 90% are used for
our all evaluations, the accuracy and completeness results for
templeRing, dinoRing, templeSparseRing, and dinoSparseRing data
sets are 0.54 mm, 0.51 mm, 0.73 mm, 0.66 mm and 99.0%, 94.5%,
94.6%, 89.9%, respectively. The runtime results for the data sets
are 140, 602, 90, and 255 seconds, respectively. All these evalua-
tion results are available publicly on the Middlebury webpage3.

We also compare the accuracy, completeness, and runtime of the
proposed method with those of the other methods as illustrated in
Figs. 6–8. Competitive algorithms with good performance in Middle-
bury evaluation table4 are taken into account for the purpose of com-
parison. As shown in Fig. 6, the proposed method shows middle-high
performance in the accuracy comparison. Note that the accuracy com-
parison with the higher ranked ones does not show significant differ-
ences and that none of the methods outperform the proposed one for
all four data sets, except the Furukawa3 [9] algorithm. This shows that
the accuracy of the proposed algorithm is highly competitive com-
pared with the state-of-the-art algorithms. The relative low accuracy
ranking with the sparse data set is mainly because the number of
views is too small, which reduces the number of surfels voted by the
multi-view depth maps and therefore results in the relatively poor
accuracy. In completeness comparison shown in Fig. 7, the proposed
method is ranked in the middle for templeRing and templeSparseRing
but relatively low for dinoRing and dinoSparseRing. Although the com-
pleteness for the sparse data sets does not outperform the competing
algorithms, the subjective visual quality does not show significant
degradation and is generally acceptable.

Fig. 8 shows the runtime comparison, where only algorithms of
which runtime is less than 30 minutes are displayed. The proposed
algorithm is ranked at 5th for templeRing, 1st for templeSparseRing,
7th for dinoRing, and 2nd for dinoSparseRing data sets, respectively.
Note that the algorithms that perform better than the proposed
algorithm for templeRing and dinoRing data sets have no templeSpar-
seRing results. For templeRing and dinoRing data sets, the accuracy of
the first two algorithms (Merrel Confidence and Merrel Stability) is far
from standard. Among a few algorithms that achieve similar perfor-
mances to the proposed method, only Vu [14] and Zach2 [41] run fas-
ter than the proposed method. However, the proposed method is the
only one for which the whole standard pipeline of multi-view stereo
reconstruction is implemented on a massive parallel GPU on the
compute unified framework, i.e., CUDA. Also the inherent complex-
ity and goal of different algorithms are generally different. There-
fore, the runtime result of the proposed method can be regarded
as one of the leading algorithms.

Next, two high resolution data sets of bigHead and twins [12] are
used for evaluating the proposed algorithm. The recent graph cuts
based algorithm [39] is implemented to verify the improvement
achieved by the proposed method. Fig. 9 shows the qualitative
comparison of two algorithms. The results of [39] and the proposed
method are shown in Fig. 9a, c, e, and g and Fig. 9b, d, f, and h,
respectively. In the case of bigHead data set, the simple constant
ballooning cost is used for the proposed method. Nevertheless,
we can see that the proposed method produces more detailed
and accurate reconstructions in many local surfaces. This proves
the effectiveness of the proposed surfel refinement process be-
cause except for that process the method in [39] has similar proce-
dures (i.e., voting by the multi-view depth maps and graph cuts
optimization) to the proposed method. For more complex data
set of twins, the proposed surfel orientation constraint is applied
as a ballooning constraint. We can verify that large concave parts
3 The proposed algorithm is cited as Chang.
4 We exclude unpublished algorithms.
are well reconstructed in our results. From these results, we can
conclude that the proposed approach based on photo-consistently
refined surfels and the surfel orientation constraint works success-
fully. Fig. 10 illustrates the qualitative reconstruction results for all
data sets including two additional data sets, skull and head.

We should mention that several graph cuts based methods
[14,36] perform an additional post-processing step to reduce the
metrication artifact and improve the surface detail. They usually
convert the voxel model produced by graph cuts optimization into
the mesh model and deform it locally for further refinement. The
accuracy results of the best of such algorithms [14] for templeRing
and dinoRing data sets are 0.45 mm and 0.53 mm, which are com-
parable to our results, that is, 0.54 mm and 0.51 mm. Nevertheless
there are several advantages of the proposed method based on
surfels refined prior to graph cuts optimization. First our surfel
optimization does not enforce the smoothness along the neighbor-
ing surfels. This prevents our result from oversmoothing which
often occurs in the mesh based surface regularization. Second the
(Step 2) Surfel voting 1189 7 169.86
(Step 3) Surfel refinement 8911 58 153.64
(Step 4) Graph cuts 1995 44 45.34
Sum 15,562 140 111.16
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output surfels produced from the proposed method can be directly
rendered by the point-based rendering technique without the
additional meshing process. In order to show the effectiveness of
this, we employ the EWA (elliptical weighted average) splatting
technique [42] and render the surfel models as shown in Fig. 11a
and b. Compared with the input images that have similar view
points in Fig. 11c and d, it is observed that rendering quality is
quite satisfactory. Note that the results in Figs. 9 and 10 are ren-
dered using the 3D mesh models obtained from the reconstructed
surfel models. It is observed that the reconstructed mesh models
lose texture that is important primitive for the photorealistic
rendering purpose in computer graphics.

7.2. GPU implementation

The runtime for the templeRing data set is shown in Table 3, where
the GPU implementation is about 111 times faster than that of the
CPU implementation. Note that the peak performance ratio of GPU
and CPU is approximately 22. Therefore, the speedup is not only from
the parallelization and the difference in GFLOPS. As described in
Fig. 12. GPU utilization statistics in each step (in case of the templeRing data). (a) Degree
occupancy. The average is 86%.
Section 3.3, the main causes of speedup using GPU are massive par-
allelism, intensive floating point operations, efficient use of shared
memory, and relatively wide bandwidth between GPU and the de-
vice memory. Implementing the proposed algorithm is faithfully in
accordance with them, which is proven in Table 3.

In order to more rigorously investigate the efficiency of the GPU
implementation, we use the CUDA Visual Profiler to capture the
GPU occupancy. Note that the GPU occupancy measures how much
portion of the maximum possible active threads in GPU is actually
activated, which is an appropriate metric of implementation effi-
ciency. Therefore, the implementation is usually further optimized
to increase this metric. To achieve a high GPU occupancy, there
should be a sufficient number of parallel threads. In addition,
thread batching should be done with much consideration of the
use of registers and shared memory that each kernel function
consumes.

In Fig. 12, the degree of concurrency (the number of parallel
threads) and the GPU occupancy are plotted for each substep
throughout the application lifetime for the templeRing data. It
runs in a massive parallel way, in which the average degree of
of concurrency of parallel tasks. The average is approximately 6.2 millions. (b) GPU
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concurrency is more than six millions. Since Tesla C2050 is able to
concurrently activate up to 21,504 threads, this is a sufficient num-
ber of parallelism to fully utilize GPU. Fig. 12b shows that it
achieves quite a high level of GPU occupancy. The average is 86%
that means that GPU performs 86% of the optimized parallelism
in terms of the number of parallelism and the use of resources that
each (14 in Tesla C2050) multiprocessor shares. Note that it is not a
simple work to achieve 100% GPU occupancy in such huge applica-
tion (with 6326 lines in 30 kernels) as in this work. We believe that
86% of GPU occupancy is almost close to the achievable maximum.

8. Conclusion

We presented a novel multi-view stereo algorithm that pro-
duces accurate and robust surface reconstructions. In the proposed
method, the surfel representation was used as a basic reconstruc-
tion unit and combined with a global optimization framework by
graph cuts. For achieving computational efficiency, we proposed
to construct semi-dense surfel candidates according to the simple
voting based method. Such initial surfels are photo-consistently
refined with the given images, so that more accurate surfels are
extracted after the global optimization. In addition, we described
how the orientation information of surfels can be utilized to distin-
guish between the inside and outside of an object, proposing a
novel surfel orientation constraint. We have conducted intensive
and comparative evaluations. It is shown that the proposed meth-
od produces not only visually pleasing 3D surfel models but also
quantitatively competitive results in terms of both performance
and speed compared to other state-of-the-art methods. The pro-
posed method was parallelized and implemented on GPU by using
the recent CUDA technology, which enables the proposed method
to run more than 100 times faster than its CPU implementation.
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